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good apparatus it will be found that the test shadows can
easily be obtained in ordinary cases.

In the same way the method can be used to test the effects
on the photographic plate. This is of special value when,
owing to the stoutness of the patient, the shadows cannot
be shown on the screen. The plate is much more sensitive
than the human eye to x ray impressions and under certain con-
ditions its results are more accurate. A radiogram is taken
with the test placed between the tube and the patient in
the same manner as in the screen examination. If the test
shadows show on the plate another radiogram taken under
exactly the same conditions, but without the test, will show ’,
any calculus in the patient. The tube, however, varies con-
siderably during even one ordinary exposure and a quite
accurate result can only be obtained by taking a radiogram
to include both sides of the patient and with the test on the
side opposite to that under examination. This is especially
useful in renal cases. When an image of the test is shown
through one kidney it can be used as before to compare any
opacities in the other. renal area or to prove that if there is
no opacity there is no stone.
A convenient plan, when the test shadows cannot be seen

with the calculi between the tube and the patient, is to
place the test immediately under the screen. The rays now

pass first through the patient and then the calculi and
therefore an image of the test will not prove that a calculus
in the patient must also be seen. But if the rays can show
the test they will be found sufficient to give a definite
image of any calculus in the patient on a radiogram.

In a comparatively small number of cases, those of very
stout patients, it will be found impossible to show the test
calculi by any method. In these the x rays are valueless
and the diagnosis must be made from the physical signs
and clinical symptoms. But it is of great practical
importance to differentiate these patients from the large
number in which it can. be proved that no stone is present
and thus to decide whether or no an exploratory operation is
justifiable. A negative result with the ordinary radiographic
methods may mean either that no stone is present or that
the rays have failed to show it, and unless the value of the
rays employed is known the diagnosis is of no practical use.
Even in a simple case a good photograph showing all the so-
called typical diagnostic signs may, and sometimes does, fail
to show a stone and, from its very photographic excellence,
be worse than useless as a radiogram.
The method gives the best results by the combined use

of the screen and plate. On the former the presence and
position of any opacity, its size, and relative density are
noted, and especially when there is any movement on

respiration, whether it is synchronous with that of the
kidney shadow or of the intestines. The information
obtained in this way can then be verified by a radiogram
and in doubtful cases by re-examining any suspicious areas.
Calculi placed outside the body have previously been demon-
strated and a useful modification of the method described
has been employed in searching for foreign bodies in the
oesophagus, stomach, &c. In cases of urinary calculi it is in
the systematic use of the method that its value lies, and in
providing a standard of comparison and a practical means of
estimating the actual diagnostic value of the x ray results.
Welheck-street, W.

" DAMMED CIRCULATION" " AND " INTER-
RUPTED CIRCULATION."

A NOTE IN NOMENCLATURE

BY WILLIAM EWART, M.D. CANTAB., F.R.C.P. LOND.,
CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO ST. GEORGE’S HOSPITAL ; SENIOR

PHYSICIAN TO THE BELGRAVE HOSPITAL FOR
CHILDREN.

THE expression, "Bier’s method," is a sufficient descrip-
tion for the initiated, but for others it offers no suggestion
as to what is meant. In the past this same method
failed to develop and to spread so long as it stood
without a name of its own, and identified in litera-
ture merely as "v. Dumreicher’s method."’ 1 At present
there is no lack of names ; the only inconvenience is
their variety and, according to Dr. Alfred R. Allen,2 their

1 Cf. Karl Nicoladoni : v. Dumreicher’s Methode zur Behandlung 
drohender Pseudo-arthrosen, Wiener Medicinische Wochenschrift, 1875,
Nos. 5, 6, and 7.

2 Medical Record, Jan. 4th, 1908.

inaptness. "Passive congestion," "passive hypermmia,"
"stasis hyperwmia" are all unsatisfactory for him and,
with perhaps too little faith in our own language, he pro-
poses to look elsewhere for the word. Of course, in our com-
plicated clinical craft there is much in a name. Names-
should be accurate, but also if possible telling in suggestions-
and in reminders ; and it is precisely because agreeing with
the practical purpose entertained by Dr. Allen that one
rather shrinks from the formidable Teutonism "Stauungs-
hyperamie" which he advocates as an improvement for our-
daily use. If one may be allowed to question two of his
statements, we have not had to search in vain "for a concise
descriptive term in our own tongue"; and it is hardly
in the phrase "Stauungs-hypera,mie" that we shall find a

complete mental picture of the mechanics of the method " :
except for German ears it could only convey ignotullI, per
ignotius.
As a fact, this is only an imperfect translation of our own

original descriptive expression "dammed circulation," first
used some 30 years ago by Hugh Owen Thomas, the pioneer
of the method in this country. 3 The English name is more

strictly inclusive than the German, for it implies the
manoeuvre and covers the entire field of its operations,
arteries, veins, capillaries, and, not least important, plasma.

ag? d lymphatics; whilst" passive hypereemia connotes only
the intravascular condition. As the vast extension of the
benefits of the method is entirely due to Bier his name
deserves to be linked with the term, and no further excuse
is needed for the suggestion which is now submitted in
favour of the adoption in this country of the expression,
"Bier’s method of dammed circulation," which may ulti-
mately be found a convenience in others. But there is
another reason, of clinical utility. Since the Esmarchian
era in surgery, and since Harvey Cushing’s happy use

of the tourniquet in Raynaud’s disease, " interrupted cir-
culation " has been shown to be an important therapeutic
agent in clinical medicine and surgery. 4 Whilst this is
physiologically the reverse of Bier’s method, both are

vessel-compressing methods, and they need to be strictly
distinguished by their respective names. It would probably
be difficult to find less ambiguous terms than "interrupted
circulation " on the one hand and " dammed circulation" on
the other. Indeed, the names proposed might almost be
said to be mutually explanatory for the two methods.
Curzon-street, W.
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE.

SURGICAL SECTION.

Coxa VaZga.
A MEETING of this section was held on Feb. llth, Mr.

J. WARRINGTON HAWARD being in the chair.
Mr. A. H. TUBBY read a paper on Coxa Valga. He said

that coxa valga was an opening out of the angle made by the
head and neck of the femur with the shaft, in some cases to.
such a degree that the upper extremity of the femur and the
shaft appeared to be almost in a straight line. It was the

opposite condition to coxa vara, in which the head and neck
of the femur sank down until they were placed at a right
angle, or even less, with the shaft. A considerable degree of
terminology and mensuration had grown up in connexion
with the deformities of the upper end of the femur.
The most important was the angle of inclination, other-
wise called the angle of depression, the cervical angle,
or the angle of the femur. It was estimated by draw-
ing one line through the long axis of the shaft of
the femur, and a second line through the long axis of
the head and neck. The angle formed on the inner side of
the point of intersection was the angle of inclination. Other
lines and angles were Hoffa’s line, Alsberg’s angle, Alsberg’s
triangle, and the angle of declination. A list of museum

3 Cf. The Principles of the Treatment of Fractures and Dislocations.
Contributions to Surgery and Medicine, part vi., June, 1886.
4 Interrupted Circulation as a Therapeutic Agent: Illustrated in

Two Cases of Rheumatoid Arthritis, THE LANCET, August 13th, 1904,
p. 442 ; also Transactions of the Royal Medical and Chirurgieal Society,
vol. lxxxix., 1906.


